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Abstra t
Most implementations of a Computing Cluster (CC) use greedy-based heuristi s to
perform load balan ing. In some ases, this is in ontrast to theoreti al results about
the performan e of on-line load balan ing algorithms. In this paper we de ne the home
model in order to better re e t the ar hite ture of a CC. In this new theoreti al model,
we assume a realisti luster stru ture in whi h every job has a \home" ma hine whi h
it prefers to be exe uted on, e.g. due to I/O onsiderations or be ause it was reated
there. We develop several on-line algorithms for load balan ing in this model. We rst
provide a theoreti al worst- ase analysis, showing that our algorithms a hieve better
ompetitive ratios and perform less reassignments than algorithms for the unrelated
ma hines model, whi h is the best existing theoreti al model to des ribe su h lusters.
We then present an empiri al average- ase performan e analysis by means of simulations. We show that the performan e of our algorithms is onsistently better than that
of several existing load balan ing methods, e.g. the greedy and the opportunity ost
methods, espe ially in a dynami and hanging CC environment.

1 Introdu tion
A Computing Cluster (CC) is be oming a popular and powerful platform for various types
of omputation. A typi al CC is omposed of several heterogeneous ma hines onne ted by
a high speed ommuni ation network, thus providing a ost-e e tive omputation platform.
One important fa tor for a hieving good performan e on su h a platform is the load balan ing
method used. Most implementations of a CC use greedy-based heuristi s for job assignments
and reassignments. This is sometimes in ompatible with the theoreti al knowledge about
the performan e of on-line load balan ing algorithms. This theoreti al eld has developed
signi antly in the last de ade (the interested reader is referred to the survey [4℄). Spe i ally,
theoreti al results [2, 3℄ indi ate that when the luster is not homogeneous, e.g. with respe t
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to the ma hines' speed and memory, or with respe t to the I/O demands of the jobs, then
there are better algorithms than greedy.
One of the resear h attempts to bridge the gap between theory and pra ti e is the opportunity ost approa h that was developed using a theoreti al basis [1, 7℄. These works
develop a framework for the management of several luster resour es as well as I/O and
inter-pro ess ommuni ation overheads. The advantage of the opportunity ost algorithms
is realized mainly when jobs have omplex hara teristi s, e.g. jobs that perform I/O to
various ma hines, or that require both high CPU and memory usage. In [1, 7℄ it is shown,
using theoreti al analysis and by means of simulations, that the opportunity ost algorithms
outperform greedy-based methods in su h ases. However, when the environment is losely
related, e.g. all jobs have small I/O overheads, a greedy approa h still performs better. This
is explained by the large gap between two basi theoreti al models: the model in whi h mahines are hara terized only by their speeds, alled related ma hines (i.e. all jobs have the
same preferen e order of the ma hines), and the general model whi h does not assume any
global hara terization of the ma hines, alled unrelated ma hines (i.e. ea h job may have a
di erent preferen e order of the ma hines). Thus, sin e the hara ter of jobs in an average
CC varies between that of a \related" environment (where greedy performs better) and that
of an \unrelated" environment (where opportunity ost performs better), it remains un lear
whi h load balan ing method to use.
In this paper, we make another step in this dire tion, trying to integrate between theory
and pra ti e. We hara terize a new theoreti al model { alled the home model { to better
des ribe the spe i ar hite ture of a CC. This model is intended to re e t a general CC
ar hite ture by introdu ing the assumption that ea h job is reated on a spe i ma hine,
its home ma hine, and it prefers to be exe uted on that ma hine, e.g. be ause of I/O onsiderations. The home model is \lo ated" between the above two models: it is more restri tive
than the unrelated ma hines model and less restri tive than the related ma hines model.
The home model is also motivated by several realisti luster ar hite tures. For example, in
the MOSIX distributed operating system [5℄, pro esses ommuni ate with the system and
with other pro esses through their homes, and therefore prefer to be exe uted there. Another
example is a omputing luster omposed of several omputing enters onne ted by a Wide
Area Network. Sin e ea h pro ess ommuni ates mainly with its originating enter it prefers
to be exe uted there. In both examples, of- ourse, the need to migrate some pro esses to
remote nodes exists, in order to balan e the load and the usage of other resour es.
We de ne the new model and develop two simple on-line load balan ing algorithms for
this model. We rst provide a theoreti al worst- ase analysis of our algorithms. We show
that they a hieve better ompetitive ratios and perform less reassignments than the known
algorithms for the unrelated ma hines model (and thus than the opportunity ost algorithms,
whi h rely on them). We also show that the greedy algorithm does not perform well in the
home model, from a theoreti al point of view.
We then present an empiri al average- ase analysis of the performan e of our algorithms,
by means of simulations. We rst examine several heuristi s to improve their performan e in
a \real" average- ase luster. Next, we ompare their performan e to that of the greedy and
the opportunity ost algorithms. We onsider two kinds of dynami luster environments:
in the rst one, the dynami nature is due to the hanging I/O overheads, and in the se ond
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one, the dynami nature is due to the ( hanging) number of home ma hines. In both ases,
the environment a tually hanges from a (nearly) related to a (nearly) unrelated environment. The simulation results show that our new algorithms perform onsistently better than
both greedy and opportunity ost, when the environment is either nearly related or nearly
unrelated. For example, in many ases, the new algorithms are better than opportunity ost
by about 10%-20%, and are better than greedy by as mu h as 40%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In se tion 2 we des ribe and analyze
theoreti ally the home model and the new algorithms. In se tion 3 we des ribe heuristi
improvements to these algorithms, and examine their average- ase performan e with respe t
to existing load balan ing methods. Our on lusions and suggestions for further resear h are
given in se tion 4.

2 The Home Model
In this se tion we de ne the home model and des ribe two ompetitive algorithms for di erent
variants of the problem. We also shown that the simple greedy approa h does not perform
well in this model.
2.1

Statement of the Problem

In the load-balan ing problem, a sequen e of n independent jobs arrive at arbitrary times,
where every job must be assigned immediately to one of the m luster ma hines. A job
j is de ned by its load ve tor, (pj (1); : : : ; pj (m)), where pj (i) is the weight of j on ma hine
i (i.e. the load it reates on i). The load, li , of ma hine i is the sum of weights of all jobs
urrently assigned to i, i.e. li = Pk2J pk (i), where Ji is the set of jobs assigned to i. Jobs
may be either permanent, i.e. they never depart (or equivalently depart only after the last
arrival), or temporary, i.e. they have a xed (but unknown) duration. The goal of the load
balan ing algorithm is to minimize the maximal load seen during the running time.
Thus, in the load balan ing problem, jobs are viewed as abstra t obje ts with weights
(possibly a di erent weight for ea h ma hine), and the algorithm re eives a sequen e of
events: either a \job arrival" or a \job departure". This is di erent from s heduling problems,
where it is usually assumed that jobs are hara terized by the amount of work they need to
exe ute. The \e orts" of the load balan ing algorithm is therefore dire ted to balan e the
load of the luster. This is espe ially useful sin e we do not assume any knowledge about
the jobs hara ter, besides the load they reate. 1
As usual, an on-line algorithm is evaluated by its ompetitive ratio, de ned as follows: for
some on-line load balan ing algorithm A, let L() be its maximal load for the job sequen e
 , and let L ( ) be the maximal load of the optimal assignment of the jobs in  . A is C i

1 However,

this implies that the duration of a job is independent of the urrent load. This is learly not
a realisti assumption. We use it only for theoreti al analysis as it is the usual theoreti al assumption. In
our simulations we use the realisti assumption of xed amount of work, i.e. the simulator reates the \job
departure" event when the job ompletes some amount of CPU time, thus evaluating the performan e under
realisti onditions.
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ompetitive if for every job sequen e , L()  C  L(). In other words, in the worst- ase,
A's maximal load is at most C times the lowest possible maximal load.
A ma hine model determines a spe i form for the jobs' load ve tors, e.g. in the identi al
ma hines model all the oordinates of a load ve tor are identi al. We de ne a new ma hine
model, alled the home model, in whi h ea h job has a \home" ma hine whi h it prefers
to be assigned to. More formally, the load ve tor of jobs in the home model is de ned as
follows:
(
i = hj
p inj
pj ( i ) =
p outj otherwise;
su h that 8j : p inj < p outj . This property of higher remote load is observed in many real
CCs [7℄, and is explained by the CPU pro essing overhead of the network proto ols.
The only urrently known algorithms for this problem are algorithms for the more general
model of unrelated ma hines. These algorithms have logarithmi ompetitive ratios [2, 3, 4℄.
In this se tion we give algorithms with onstant ompetitive ratios for two variants of the
home model, unit and variable loads at home. The rst variant is suitable when jobs are
di erentiated mainly by their outside load and reate similar loads when assigned to their
home. The se ond variant is suitable when jobs are di erentiated by their lo al (home) load,
and their outside load simply in reases by some onstant fa tor (due to the remote I/O
e e t). The te hniques we use here are mainly based on those of Azar et al. [2℄ regarding
load balan ing for related ma hines.
In order to redu e the ompetitive ratio, we use a limited number of job reassignments,
i.e. hanging the assignment of a job from one ma hine to another. We note that experien e
with real systems shows that job reassignments may be performed with very small overhead,
thus a hieving a powerful tool for load balan ing [5, 6℄. Job reassignments are also used in
the (theoreti al) algorithm for temporary jobs on unrelated ma hines [3℄.
2.2

Unit Loads at Home

We onsider a variant of the home model in whi h the load ve tor's form is:
(
= hj
8i; 1  i  m : pj (i) = 1pj iotherwise
;
su h that 8j : pj > 1. Ma hine hj is the home ma hine of job j .
We rst present an algorithm for permanent jobs, and then extend it to handle temporary
jobs. We say that job j is heavier than job j 0 if pj > pj0 (similarly, j 0 is lighter than j ). We
denote the optimal o -line assignment by Opt, and the optimal maximal load by OP T .
Algorithm AssignH is based on an estimation of the optimal maximal load, OP T , and
it indi ates when this estimation is too low. We obtain a good estimation of OP T by using
the doubling te hnique of [2℄, as follows: the AssignH algorithm is used as a pro edure that
re eives the urrent estimation of OP T . We start with a very low (arbitrary) estimate,
and double it ea h time the pro edure returns \fail" (thus every job is eventually assigned).
After su h a failure we \reset" all ma hine loads, so that e e tively the pro edure ignores the
load aused by jobs assigned before the last failure. Given this estimation, AssignH builds
4

a \good enough" job assignment by simply keeping all the heavy jobs in their homes, thus
keeping the luster not too overloaded.
Algorithm 1 (AssignH) Re eive , an estimation of OP T , as a parameter. Upon arrival
of job

j

1. If

perform the following steps:

lhj <

2, assign j to its home and return \su

ess".

2. Otherwise, if there are non-lo al jobs assigned to hj denote by j out the heaviest one.
If all jobs are lo al, denote by j out the lightest one, in luding j .
3. If there is a ma hine i su h that li + pj out  2, then (re)assign j out to i, assign
to its home (if j out 6= j ), and return \su ess". Otherwise return \fail".

j

Lemma 1 If   OP T , then, for the set of jobs that AssignH de ides to assign outside
their homes, there is an optimal assignment that assigns all these jobs outside their homes
as well.

Assume by ontradi tion that this is not true. Let j out be the rst job that AssignH
de ides to assign outside, and that all optimal assignments assign home. Denote the home
ma hine of j out as h. As a result of step 2 of AssignH, all jobs already assigned to h are
lo al and lh >   OP T . Therefore there is some other job j in that is assigned to h by
AssignH and to some ma hine i 6= h by Opt. Then swapping these jobs in Opt will not
in rease li sin e pj in  pj out , and will not hange lh sin e both j in; j out have unit loads
in h. Thus we get an optimal assignment in whi h j out is assigned outside.
Lemma 2 If   OP T then AssignH never returns \fail".
Proof. Assume that AssignH failed when reassigning j out. A ording to Lemma 1, Opt
assigned j out outside, thus pj out  OP T  . Sin e AssignH failed, 8i : li + pj out(i) > 2
and thus 8i : li >   OP T  li, where li is the load of ma hine i in Opt. Denote by
I n; Out the set of jobs that AssignH assigned in/outside their homes, respe tively, and by
I n ; Out the appropriate sets of Opt. Therefore:
X
X
X
X
X
X
pj +
1;
pj +
1 = li > li =
Proof.

2

j Out

2

j In

i

i

2

j Out

2

j In

as both left and right equalities derive from the fa t that the summation is over all jobs, but
the summation order is di erent. Sin e Out [ I n = Out [ I n and 8j : pj > 1 there must
be some j 2 Out su h that j 2= Out, whi h is a ontradi tion to Lemma 1.
It an be veri ed that AssignH performs at most one reassignment whenever a new
job arrives, thus performing a total of no more the n reassignments (an average of one
reassignment per job). It is also the ase that all the loads are always less than 2. Thus if
we start with  = OP T then AssignH is 2- ompetitive. It is shown in [2℄ that the doubling
te hnique for estimating OP T in reases the ompetitive ratio by a fa tor of 4. We on lude:
Theorem 1 Algorithm AssignH for permanent jobs is 8- ompetitive and performs at most
n

job reassignments.
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In order to handle temporary jobs we des ribe a method for job departures. As mentioned,
we assume that job durations are xed, so the sets of running jobs of the o -line and of (any)
on-line algorithm are identi al. Upon a departure of job j , if j was assigned to its home, the
new departure method simply reassigns ba k home the heaviest job that is assigned outside
and that its home is hj .
Theorem 2 Algorithm AssignH for temporary jobs is 8- ompetitive and performs at most
2  n job reassignments.
Proof. We rst laim that Lemma 1 still holds, if referring to the set of a tive jobs. We
prove this by indu tion on the sequen e of job arrivals and departures. Upon an arrival, the
original proof holds. Upon a departure from ma hine h, after reassigning the heaviest job
(whose home is h) ba k to h , it is the ase that the heaviest lo al jobs are assigned to h. If
there is some job j out that is assigned outside by AssignH and to h by Opt then lh > OP T ,
and there is some job j in as in Lemma 1 su h that swapping these jobs results in an optimal
assignment a ording to the laim.
Lemma 2 still holds sin e it relies only on Lemma 1. Sin e job arrivals and departures
ause at most one reassignment, the algorithm performs at most 2  n reassignments, and the
theorem follows.
2.2.1

An implementation remark

The AssignH algorithm is very easy to implement in a distributed operating system. Although it is presented as a entralized algorithm, the assignment de isions an be done in a
distributed manner as follows: ea h job is reated on its home ma hine and is rst assigned
there. If at some stage the home ma hine de ides to reassign a job, it broad asts a request
to all the ma hines (spe ifying the job's load), and re eives an \a ept" answer from \nonloaded" ma hines, as detailed in the algorithm. The only ne essary global parameter is ,
the estimation of the optimal load, whi h may be broad asted to all luster ma hines upon
an update (when a ma hine fails to reassign a lo ally assigned job). Su h ommuni ation
apa ity is ommon even for greedy-based load balan ing.
2.3

Variable Loads At Home

In this variant of the home model, the jobs' load ve tor is of the form:
(
pj
i = hj
pj ( i ) =
x  pj otherwise ;
for some (globally) xed onstant x > 1.
The insertion method for this ase follows the same prin iple of minimizing the sum of
weights of non-lo al jobs while keeping the ma hines not too overloaded. But sin e the home
loads are now di erent, it is not possible to simply repla e a job with a heavier one, as done
before.
6

Algorithm 2 (AssignHv)

If the resulting load ex eeds

Upon an arrival of job j , rst onsider assigning j to its home.

2, perform the following steps:

1. Reassign (one by one) non-lo al jobs to other ma hines until the sum of their weights
is at least pj , keeping all loads below 2. Return \Fail" if some non-lo al job annot
be reassigned.
2. Assign j to hj if (now) possible. Otherwise, denote by p1 ; : : : ; plPall lo al jobs (in
k
hj ) in non-de reasing order (8i : pi  pi+1 ). Let k := minfk j
i=1 pi  pj g. If
P
k
lh
p
+
p
<

then
de
rease
k
by
one.
j
i=1 i
j

 pj assign j outside, or \Fail" if this is not possible without ex eeding 2.
4. Otherwise, reassign jobs 1 : : : k (one by one) to other ma hines and job j to its home,
or return \Fail" if this is not possible for some job without ex eeding 2.
Lemma 3 Let Out; Out be the set of jobs assigned outside their homes by AssignHv and
Opt, respe tively. If   OP T then:
X
X
pj 
pj :
3. If

pk

2

2

j Out

j Out

Suppose that an arrival of job j auses reassignment(s) of lo al job(s). Observe that
all jobs assigned to hj are lo al and that lh > OP T . Let W be the weight of all lo al jobs
already assigned outside by AssignHv. The weight of all lo al jobs ex eeds OP T by at least
W + pj . Therefore, if AssignHv assigns j outside the lemma holds. If AssignHv reassigns the
rst k 1 lighter jobs outside, the lemma holds sin e Pik=11 pPi < pj . If job k is reassigned
too, the weight of all lo al jobs ex eeds OP T by at least W + ki=1 pi , as veri ed in step 2.
Lemma 4 If job j is assigned outside by AssignHv and   OP T then x  pj  OP T .
Proof. Examine the arrival of job j 0 that aused j to be assigned outside (possibly j = j 0 ).
It is the ase that pj0  pj . Let I n be the set of (lo al) jobs in hj . Sin e lh + pj0 > 2  OP T
and pj0  OP T , then Opt must have assigned outside jobs with total weight at least pj0 from
I n [ fj 0 g. If AssignHv assigned j 0 outside, Opt must have assigned outside j 0 or a heavier
job sin e there is no set of lighter jobs with total weight  pj0 in I n [ fj 0g, and the laim
follows. Thus assume AssignHv assigned jobs 1 : : : k (in luding j ) outside. If Opt assigned j 0
(or a heavier job) outside then the laim follows. Otherwise Opt must have assigned outside
all the jobs 1 : : : k, or some of them and a heavier job, and the laim follows.
Lemma 5 If   OP T then AssignHv never fails.
Proof. Assume by ontradi tion that AssignHv fails to assign job j , whi h implies that
8i : li > OP T (using also Lemma 4). As in Lemma 2, we on lude:
X
X
X
X
X
X
li = x 
pj +
pj ;
li >
x
pj +
pj =
Proof.

j

j

2

j Out

2

j In

i

i
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2

j Out

2

j In

and therefore Pj2Out pj > Pj2Out pj , whi h ontradi ts Lemma 3.
In order to upper bound the number of reassignments made by AssignHv, we use the
measure of restart ost, de ned by Westbrook [8℄. We assumeP that every job j has an
asso iated restart ost rj =  pj for a xed onstant . Let S = j rj , then every algorithm
must in ur a restart ost of at least S due to the initial assignment of all jobs. It is easy to
verify that upon every arrival of job j , AssignHv
reassigns jobs with total weight < 2  pj .
P
Thus, the total reassignment ost < S + j 2  rj = 3S . By using the doubling te hnique to
estimate OP T we on lude:
Theorem 3 AssignHv for permanent jobs with variable loads is 8- ompetitive and in urs a
total reassignment ost of at most 3S .
The method of handling temporary jobs is similar to that des ribed for AssignH. Suppose
job j has departed. AssignHv reassigns ba k home some jobs that are assigned outside, one
by one, starting from the heaviest one, verifying that the home load does not ex eed 2,
until the weight of the reassigned jobs is more than pj (or until there are no andidate
jobs). Observe that jobs heavier than j annot be reassigned without overloading the home
ma hine. Therefore, the total weight of jobs reassigned is at most 2  pj . We on lude:
Theorem 4 AssignHv for temporary jobs with variable loads is 8- ompetitive. It in urs a
total reassignment ost of at most 5S .
2.4

Related Ma hines in the Home Model

In order to re ne the model to in lude a speed si to ma hine i (but still preferring the home
ma hine), the general form of the load ve tor of job j is:
(
i = hj
p inj
pj ( i ) =
p outj =si otherwise ;
su h that 8i; j : p inj < p outj =si.
We des ribe a general method to integrate the previous algorithms for the home model
with the already known algorithms for related ma hines. We maintain two virtual sets of
ma hines. The rst set is asso iated to an algorithm H, whi h is the part of the home
algorithm that in ludes only the de ision me hanism whether to assign a job to its home or
outside. The se ond set is asso iated to an algorithm for related ma hines, R, whi h assigns
the jobs that H de ided to move out of their homes. H and R operate independently (not
onsidering the load reated by the other). H may also retrieve a job from R in a ase of job
departure.
Re allPthat AssignH never reates a load due to home jobs of more than 2  OP T ,
P
that j2Out pj < j2Out pj , and that 8j 2 Out, either Opt assigned j outside or it assigned
a heavier job outside instead. Thus, R an assign all jobs in Out reating a load of no more
than  OP T , where is the ompetitive ratio of R. Westbrook [8℄ des ribes an appropriate
algorithm for temporary jobs with = 2 +  whi h in urs O(S ) reassignment ost. We get:
Theorem 5 For related ma hines in the home model there is a (16+ )- ompetitive algorithm
with O(S ) reassignment ost for both unit and variable loads.
8

2.5

The Greedy algorithm

The intuitive greedy algorithm assigns a new arriving job j to ma hine i so that the resulting
load, li + pj (i), is minimized. This algorithm is 2- ompetitive for identi al ma hines, (logn)ompetitive for related ma hines, and (n)- ompetitive for unrelated ma hines [2℄. Thus, it
is interesting to examine how \diÆ ult" the home model is by examining the ompetitiveness
of the greedy algorithm in this model. We use the method of [2℄ to show that their lower
bound for unrelated ma hines is suitable for the home model with unit loads.
Lemma 6 Greedy is not better than (n 1)- ompetitive in the home model with unit loads.
Proof. For a group of 1 : : : n ma hines, onsider the following 0 : : : n 1 job arrivals:
1
h = 1; p = 1 + ; 8j > 0 : h = j; p = j + 
0

0

j

j

j

Re all that the home loads of all jobs are 1. The greedy algorithm assigns job #0 to its home
(ma hine #1), job #1 to ma hine #2 (sin e the resulting load in its home, ma hine #1, is
2 and the resulting load in ma hine #2 is 1 +  < 2), job #2 to ma hine #3 , and so on.
The last job is assigned to ma hine #n for a resulting load of (n 1) + n 1 1 . The optimal
assignment assigns ea h job to its home, ex ept for job #0 whi h is assigned to ma hine #n,
thus the optimal maximal load is 1 + . Therefore the greedy to optimal maximal load ratio
is no better than n 1.

3 Performan e Evaluation
We now present an empiri al performan e analysis of several algorithms in the home model,
based on realisti s enarios, by means of simulations. The analysis is based on a simulator
for a luster of heterogenous ma hines onne ted by a LAN. The s enarios for the simulated
exe utions are reated randomly, by some distribution fun tion, as follows: The ma hines'
speeds are uniformly distributed between 1 and 2, the jobs' total required CPU time and
arrival time are exponentially distributed with mean 2n and 8=n, respe tively, where n is
the luster size. Ea h job performs a xed amount of work, a more realisti behaviour than
the theoreti al assumption of xed duration. These are ommonly assumed distributions in
many simulation tests [7℄. All the results are averaged over 100 simulated exe utions.
3.1

Heuristi

Improvements to

AssignH

We rst onsider several heuristi s to improve the average- ase performan e of AssignH. One
\weak point" of AssignH is the need to evaluate , the optimal maximal load. Although
a simple doubling s heme is suÆ ient for the theoreti al proof, we onsider several possible
heuristi s for this estimation method. First, we examine the e e t of a more gradual in rease
of  instead of doubling it after a failure. We also examine the e e t of onsidering all
previously arrived jobs after  is in reased (instead of ignoring them). When onsidering all
jobs, it is also possible to (try to) t ba k home some of the jobs that were assigned outside,
9

sin e  was in reased. A possible drawba k that should be regarded here is the e e t of
these heuristi improvements on the number of reassignments.
AssignH fails when all nodes are too overloaded, i.e. their loads ex eed 2  . If the
maximal pj (i) (over all i; j ) was known (denote it by MAXP) then we ould have onsidered
a fa tor of = 1 + MAXP= instead of 2 (a tually adjusting the proof of Lemma 2). Sin e
we do not have preliminary knowledge of MAXP, we examine a heuristi that estimates the
value of MAXP in an adaptive manner.
Finally, we onsider the e e t of using a greedy method when de iding to reassign a job
outside his home (instead of the method des ribed in sub-se tion 2.4).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Poli y
Max. Load Reassignments
Original (AssignH)
1.0
1.0
Orig. with  in rease of +1
1.05
0.98
Considering previous jobs
1.06
1.58
Poli y 3 with  in rease of 1:4
0.94
2.3
P. 3 with  in rease of +1
0.85
2.78
P. 5 with = 1 + MAXP=
0.84
3.0
P. 5 and moving ba k home after  in reased
0.85
2.81
P. 5 and assigning outside jobs with greedy
0.85
2.34
A ombination of poli ies 6,8
0.84
2.67
Table 1: The performan e of several heuristi s to improve AssignH

Table 1 ompares the performan e of these heuristi s by simulations in the unit loads
model, assuming a luster of 16 ma hines. The results are normalized so that the rst poli y
has a value of 1:0. As an be seen from the table, onsidering previously assigned jobs after
 is in reased ombined with a  in rease of +1 redu es the maximal load by an average of
15%. Re ning helps a bit more, and assigning outside jobs with greedy redu es the number
of reassignments (and does not in rease the maximal load). As also indi ated, moving jobs
ba k home after  is in reased does not redu e the maximal load signi antly. This may be
some indi ation that AssignH hooses the \right" jobs to assign outside. Poli y 9 summarizes
the results, showing the performan e of the heuristi s that are implemented for the rest of
this se tion.
We note that the original poli y performed an average of one reassignment for every nine
jobs. Results from real lusters, e.g. the MOSIX distributed operating system [5, 6℄, indi ate
that pro ess migration is not very expensive, thus implying that su h tradeo of performan e
improvement and limited number of reassignments is worth while. We also note that all the
load balan ing algorithms in our simulations are allowed to make reassignments (e.g. greedy
job migrations from loaded to less loaded ma hines) in order to examine the load balan ing
algorithm itself and not the e e t of the job migrations.
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3.2

Performan e Measurements

This se tion ompares the performan e of three on-line algorithms: greedy, opportunity ost
(o. .) (as detailed in [7℄), and AssignH (both for unit and variable loads). We rst examine
the e e t of various levels of I/O overheads.
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Figure 1: I/O overhead vs. Max. load
Figure 1 presents the maximal load of the three poli ies for di erent (average) I/O overheads. All the results are normalized a ording to the maximal load of the opportunity ost
algorithm (i.e. its load is normalized to 1 and other loads are relative to it). For ea h graph
point, the x-axis presents the mean value of an exponential distribution. If the I/O overhead
of some job is x then the load of this job on a remote ma hine is (1 + x)  l, where l is its
home load. For variable loads, l is exponentially distributed with mean 1:0. We assume a
luster size of 32 ma hines.
From the gure it an be seen that the AssignH algorithms are onsistently better than
the o. . algorithm in both models. For unit loads the maximal load of AssignH is lower by
about 8%-10%, and for variable loads the load redu tion is larger, by about 12%-14%. It an
also be seen that the performan e gap between AssignH and greedy in reases along with the
I/O overhead. For example, the maximal load of AssignH is lower by about 25% than that
of greedy for large I/O overheads (of about 0:5) in the unit loads model. It an also be seen
that AssignHv introdu es a higher performan e improvement than AssignH. It is interesting
to observe the e e t of the related vs. unrelated environments on the performan e of the
algorithms. While greedy is better than o. . for a related environment (small I/O overheads)
and vi e versa for an unrelated environment, the new AssignH algorithms are onsistently
better than both greedy and o. . for all I/O overheads.
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Figure 2: Homes subset size vs. Max. load
In Figure 2 we examine the ase where the set of home ma hines is a subset of the luster,
i.e. the home of a job is hosen from some subset of the ma hines, so only part of the luster
ma hines are home ma hines. The I/O overhead in this test ase is exponentially distributed
with a mean of 2:0. The luster size is 32, while the size of the home ma hines subset ranges
from 1 to 32. We note that as the homes subset is smaller, the ma hines are \more" related:
when there is only one home (all jobs have the same home), the ma hines are exa tly related.
Thus, it is expe ted that greedy will perform better than o. . for small homes subsets, and
vi e versa.
The on lusions from this test ase are similar to those of the previous one, strengthening
the implied on lusions from the performan e evaluation. Spe i ally, as shown in gure 2,
the AssignH algorithms perform onsistently better than both the other two load balan ing
methods for all homes subset sizes. For example, for small home subsets, AssignH is better
than o. . by 20%, and for large home subsets, AssignH is better than greedy by 40%.
It is also evident again that the advantage of the new algorithms is more signi ant in the
variable loads model, by about 5%. It is interesting that the e e t of the related or unrelated
environment on the load balan ing methods is more evident in this ase: greedy performs
signi antly better than o. . for small home subsets and vi e versa for large homes subsets,
while the new AssignH algorithms always perform better than both of these methods.
To summarize, the simulation results demonstrate two advantages of the AssignH algorithms. First, the new algorithms redu e the maximal load, both ompared with the o. .
algorithm (by about 10%-15%), and ompared with the greedy algorithm (by about 40%).
Se ond, they have a onsistent behaviour in a dynami and hanging environment, while
the other two algorithms t well only to a spe i environment. This advantage exists both
12

when the dynami nature is due to the set of home ma hines and when it is due to various
I/O overheads.

4 Con lusions
This paper presents the home model for load balan ing in a Computing Cluster (CC). It
is a variant of the load balan ing theoreti al framework. This model ts more a urately
to a typi al luster ar hite ture, where the nodes are onne ted by a LAN, and when the
main resour es are CPU and I/O. We present two new on-line load balan ing algorithms for
this model and analyze their ompetitive ratios. We show that, from a theoreti al point of
view, they are better than both the the opportunity ost approa h and the greedy method,
to perform load balan ing in the home model.
We also present a performan e evaluation, by means of simulations, omparing the new
algorithms to the greedy and the opportunity ost algorithms. The results show that the new
algorithms are onsistently better than the previous methods. Their behaviour is onsistent
in a dynami and hanging environment, while the other two algorithms t well only to a
spe i environment. This advantage exists both when the dynami nature is due to the set
of home ma hines and when it is due to various I/O overheads.
Further resear h about the home model may be performed in several dire tions. A more
theoreti al understanding of the home model is desired: are there better load balan ing
algorithms for this model, or an we nd some lower bounds to prove otherwise? Another
interesting theoreti al dire tion may be to expand the de nition of the model, aiming to
re e t more omplex luster stru tures. For example, a model in whi h a job has several
homes with di erent preferen es. Regarding all the ma hines in the luster as homes with
di erent preferen es is a tually very lose to the unrelated ma hines model. Finally, it is
interesting to extend the model to the dire tion of a Wide Area Cluster Computing. This
setting is di erent sin e outside loads are lower than lo al loads be ause of network laten y,
although it seems natural to use similar algorithms to the ones des ribed in this paper.
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